
2016 O.H.S.A.A. Division II 

Boys Golf Tournament 
Country Acres Golf Club 

Sept. 29, 2016 
 

Format:  Individual Stroke Play 

 

Rules of Play:  U.S.G.A. and local rules are in effect. 

Tees: All Play will be from the BLUE TEES. 

 

Summer Rules are in effect: 

 Relief (one club length) from ground under repair.  Any area that is      

circled in white paint. 

 Relief (one club length) from all cart paths, stoned areas and surface 

drains related to drainage. 

 Reliefs from casual water, take swing relief then one club length. 

 If you take a drop from casual water in a bunker, you must drop in the 

bunker. 

 

Water Hazards:  Proceed under rule #26 

- In front of #1 green, front of #2 tee, left of #3, front of #4 green, front 

of #9 tee, behind #10, left of #11, front of #13 tee, left of #13 fairway, 

left of #15, behind #16, front of #17, front of #18 tee an around #18 

green.   

- (* note you don’t get relief from the railroad ties in the hazard on                   

#18). 

- Drop areas are located behind #9, #11, #16 and #18 green. 

- Drop area for #11 fro the lateral hazard is located just in front of 

Senior Tee. 

 

Out of Bounds:  Proceed under rule #27 (defined by white stakes). 

- Left of #4, over #5 green, left of #6 and #7, left and right of #13, left 

of #14, right, of #16 and right of #17. 

- Left of #6, all landscaping is out of bounds. 

 

Local Rule:  Free relief 150 and 250 yardage post.  Relief only if interferes with stance, 

swing or line of play.  Relief is one club length no closer to the hole. 

 

*If you have any rules questions play two balls and a decision will be made when you                                                     

come in.  Make sure to get the ruling before you sign the scorecard. 

* Turn scorecards into the scoreboard area without talking to spectators. 

 


